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ABSTRACT

Research in the area of human information interaction (HII) typi-

cally represents viewpoints on debated topics in a binary fashion,

as either against or in favor of a given topic (e.g., the feminist

movement). This simple taxonomy, however, greatly reduces the

latent richness of viewpoints and thereby limits the potential of

research and practical applications in this field. Work in the com-

munication sciences has already demonstrated that viewpoints can

be represented in much more comprehensive ways, which could

enable a deeper understanding of users’ interactions with debated

topics online. For instance, a viewpoint’s stance usually has a de-

gree of strength (e.g., mild or strong), and, even if two viewpoints

support or oppose something to the same degree, they may use

different logics of evaluation (i.e., underlying reasons). In this paper,

we draw from communication science practice to propose a novel,

two-dimensional way of representing viewpoints that incorporates

a viewpoint’s stance degree as well as its logic of evaluation. We

show in a case study of tweets on debated topics how our proposed

viewpoint label can be obtained via crowdsourcing with acceptable

reliability. By analyzing the resulting data set and conducting a

user study, we further show that the two-dimensional viewpoint

representation we propose allows for more meaningful analyses

and diversification interventions compared to current approaches.

Finally, we discuss what this novel viewpoint label implies for HII

research and how obtaining it may be made cheaper in the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Increasing amounts of human information interaction (HII) research

now concern viewpoints on debated topics. For example, attitude

change in web search [2, 17, 21, 42, 46, 59], fake news [9, 45, 55],

and interactions with debated topics on social media or the web

in general [36, 37] have been recent subjects of study. This type of

research has followed calls for combating bias on the web [7, 43]

and makes important contributions towards a diverse, enriching,

and safe web experience for users.

A yet unresolved but essential question is how to represent view-

points on debated topics. For instance, when studying attitude

change in web search, each user and search result needs to receive

some label that reflects the viewpoint they hold or express [17].

Earlier work in HII has predominantly done this by assigning

binary or ternary viewpoint labels (e.g., against/in favor, demo-

crat/centrist/republican) [24, 46, 61]. Such labels can broadly cate-

gorize viewpoints while allowing for cheap computation of metrics

and algorithms (e.g., related to ranking fairness [16, 60, 62]). More-

over, they are relatively easy to obtain via crowdsourcing [38, 39]

or automatic stance detection methods [1, 49, 58].

Despite their advantages, binary and ternary viewpoint repre-

sentations reduce viewpoints to members of extremely broad cate-

gories. Recent research in the communication sciences has argued

that viewpoints are complex constructs with multiple dimensions

and can vary in a plurality of ways [4ś6, 8]. For example, consider a

set of tweets related to the feminist movement. Whereas one tweet

may strongly favor feminism, another tweet may only slightly sup-

port it. Merely classifying such documents as either against or in

favor removes any notion of a degree to which a viewpoint may

oppose or support a topic. Moreover, two tweets may support femi-

nism for different reasons, such as the morality of treating women

and men equally or the economic benefits of empowering women.

This latent richness of viewpoints is almost entirely lost when

classifying subjects using a binary or ternary scheme.

Obtaining a deep understanding of user interactions with de-

bated topics may require information such as whether a user moved
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from łstrongly opposingž to łsomewhat opposingž feminism af-

ter a web search session. Similarly, interventions for diverse news

reading could more effectively expose users to alternative perspec-

tives when knowing which reasons for opposing or supporting

a topic the user has already considered. Enabling such advanced

analyses could unlock greater potential for research and practical

applications in HII. To this end, we argue that more comprehensive

viewpoint representations are needed.

Recent research in HII has already begun to represent view-

points in alternative formats. For instance, viewpoints have been

represented on ordinal scales [16, 17], continuous scales [30], or as

topic-specific perspectives [12, 14]. Mulder et al. [40] drew from the

communication sciences to operationalize framing, a concept that

represents viewpoints in four different dimensions (i.e., problem

definition, causal attribution, moral evaluation, and treatment rec-

ommendation). They used different automatic methods to compute

a distance function that considers these four dimensions to gauge

the viewpoint similarity between news articles. This earlier work

shows ś albeit operationalized by a distance function instead of a

label ś that the richer notions of viewpoints handled in the com-

munication sciences can be practically applied in HII. However, to

the best of our knowledge, no currently existing method translates

comprehensive viewpoint representations into practical viewpoint

labels applicable to user interactions with debated topics. HII lacks

a standard, go-to framework that is easy to use but significantly

more comprehensive than currently used methods. This paper aims

to fill this research gap. Four research questions guide our work:

• RQ1. What label represents viewpoints in a comprehensive

yet relatively simple and topic-independent fashion?

• RQ2. Can crowd workers reliably assign our proposed view-

point label to textual documents?

• RQ3. Do cognitive biases affect crowd workers when assign-

ing our proposed viewpoint label?

• RQ4. Is our proposed viewpoint representation more mean-

ingful compared to binary viewpoint labels?

To addressRQ1, we drew fromwork in the communication sciences

and developed a topic-independent, two-dimensional viewpoint

representation that incorporates a viewpoints’ stance (i.e., the de-

gree to which it supports or opposes a claim) and logic of evaluation

(i.e., its perspective or underlying reason; see Section 3). We then

tasked crowd workers to assign our novel viewpoint label to tweets

on several debated topics. Analyses of this crowdsourcing task sug-

gest that crowd workers can perform this task reliably (RQ2), and

there was no evidence that cognitive biases would have affected

the results (RQ3; see Section 4). We further demonstrate in a quali-

tative viewpoint diversity analysis of the tweets that our proposed

viewpoint label leads to more meaningful insights compared to a

standard approach such as a binary against/in favor viewpoint label

(RQ4; see Section 5). Finally, we report on a user study where partic-

ipants saw sets of tweets, diversified either based on our proposed

viewpoint representation or a binary viewpoint label. Exploratory

results of this user study suggest that users judge sets of tweets as

more viewpoint-diverse when the sets are diversified based on our

proposed label compared to the baseline ś as long as these sets do

not contain too many extreme viewpoints (RQ4; see Section 6).

Supplementary material related to this research (e.g., annotated

data sets, task screenshots, user study material, and analysis code)

is openly available at https://osf.io/pjws9/.

2 RELATED WORK

Recent years have seen a stark increase of research concerning

viewpoints and debated topics in HII. Inspired by calls to combat

bias on the web [7, 43], such research has explored user interactions

with debated topics in web search [2, 17, 21, 25, 42, 46, 59], social

media [37], and the web in general [36]. These efforts are supported

by other lines of research that aim to automatically classify doc-

uments into different viewpoint categories [1, 49, 58], detect fake

news [9, 45, 55], measure viewpoint-related ranking bias [16, 30], or

re-rank recommended items based on viewpoint diversity [40, 54].

An essential part of research concerning debated topics in HII is

how to represent viewpoints.

2.1 Viewpoint Representation in HII

HII research typically represents viewpoints in binary (e.g., against/in

favor) or ternary (e.g., democrat/centrist/republican) fashions [24, 46,

61]. For instance, Gezici et al. [24] used against/in support as well

as liberal/conservative viewpoint categories, and Yom-Tov et al. [61]

classified users and documents into the political leanings democrat,

centrist, or republican. These simple taxonomies allow for exten-

sive research concerning user interactions with debated topics as

they enable cheap computation of metrics and algorithms. More-

over, they are comparatively easy to obtain using crowdsourcing,

which also forms the basis for automatic stance detection meth-

ods [1, 32, 39, 49, 52, 58] (see Section 2.3).

Recent work in HII has explored alternatives to binary viewpoint

representations; e.g., by representing stances on ordinal [16, 17] or

continuous scales [30]. However, despite adding more nuance to

the against/in favor dichotomy, such labels are still lacking crucial

information about the underlying reasons of viewpoints (e.g., a

moral perspective of gender equality). This notion of perspective

as a dimension next to a viewpoint’s stance has already been ex-

plored [12, 14] but often faced the limitation of these perspectives

being highly topic-dependent (e.g., the debated topics atheism and

feminist movement have vastly different perspective spaces).

2.2 Viewpoint Representation in the
Communication Sciences

Viewpoint diversity in public discourse is a long-standing subject

of study in the communication sciences [4ś6, 33ś35, 47, 48, 56]

that has already been applied to information access systems [26,

27, 41, 57]. Compared to HII, the communication sciences have

also brought forward more advanced viewpoint representations.

There, for instance, a commonway to explore viewpoints is framing,

whereby a viewpoint is usually analyzed on four different dimen-

sions: problem definition (i.e., what is happening), causal attribution

(i.e., who is responsible for the problem), moral evaluation (i.e.,

whether the problem is good or bad), and treatment recommenda-

tion (i.e., suggestions in response to the problem) [20].

More recent work has combined framing with the notion of

interpretative repertoires to propose a topic-independent way of

representing viewpoints [5, 6]. In this method, each frame (i.e., a
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Table 1: The seven logics of evaluation we consider for our proposed viewpoint label, adapted from Baden and Springer [5].

Each logic represents a particular orientation of what is desired and can be used to either support or oppose a given claim.

Logic of evaluation Good is. . . Examples

Inspired . . .what is true, divine, and amazing Righteous, pre-ordained, beautiful; false, uncreative, dull

Popular . . .what is popular or what the people want Preferred, popular, favourite; resented, feared, isolated

Moral . . .what is social, fair, and moral Solidary, responsible, just; inhumane, asocial, egoistic

Civic . . .what is legal, accepted, and conventional Legal, agreed, common; scandalous, deviant, inappropriate

Economic . . .what is profitable and creates value Beneficial, economic, affordable; wasted, costly, unproductive

Functional . . .what works Effective, necessary, quick; dysfunctional, inefficient, useless

Ecological . . .what is sustainable and natural Sustainable, organic; unnatural, irreversible

viewpoint based on the four dimensionsmentioned above) is seen as

an instance of a more general way of interpreting the world (i.e., the

interpretative repertoire). Building on the idea of łcommon worldsž

proposed by Boltanski and Thévenot [8], Baden and Springer [5, 6]

view frames as commensurable if they refer to the same repertoire

commonly used in argumentation (e.g., referring to belief systems,

morality, or economic factors). For example, consider the phrases

łfeminism is on the rise because women should be treated equallyž

and łstop attacking feminists, they are the ones who fight for fair

treatmentž. These two phrases express different frames but have the

same logic of evaluation (i.e., good is what is social, fair, and moral).

This logic of evaluation is a key aspect of interpretative repertoires

and offers a topic-independentway to represent perspectives behind

the stances of viewpoints (see Table 1).

A drawback of analyzing viewpoints using framing or interpre-

tative repertoires is that it usually requires a trained expert who

performs manual annotation. This is impractical for HII and re-

lated fields that need to obtain viewpoint representations at scale

to enable cheap computation of metrics and algorithms. Although

first attempts have been made to analyze the viewpoint diversity

of content in hybrid [4] or automatic ways [40], to the best of our

knowledge, no currently existing method can reliably and cheaply

obtain viewpoint labels that at least approximate the comprehen-

siveness of those typically handled in the communication sciences.

2.3 Annotation of Viewpoint Representation

Extensive experiments have been performed to collect binary view-

point annotations on news articles and tweets, by means of expert

annotators or through crowdsourcing [13, 23, 32, 39, 52]. In addi-

tion, labels such as neutral, neither in favor nor against, or I don’t

know are used to identify texts that do not take a stance, are unclear,

unrelated, or ambiguous. In general, the agreement percentages

and the inter-rater reliability (IRR) values are substantial. For in-

stance, Mohammad et al. [39] report an agreement percentage of

73% regarding the stance of the tweets, while Li et al. [32] report

Krippendorff’s α values of 0.60 and 0.81, when considering ternary

and respectively, binary representations. Burscher et al. [10] used

two trained annotators to identify pre-determined frame types (i.e.,

conflict,morality, economic consequences, and human-interest) in 156

political news articles. IRR c.f. Krippendorff’s α ranged from 0.21

(morality) to 0.58 (economic consequence). Thus, human annotation

of viewpoint labels is feasible but its difficulty increases with label

complexity. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, annotations

for logics of evaluation have so far only been performed by experts

in communication science and not yet by crowd annotators.

Example: 

moral, civic

Example: 

supporting (2)

Example (on the Feminist Movement): I still cannot get 

over how much women are degraded in media, sports, 

and the business world simply because of who we are

Viewpoint representation

Stance
Ordinal [-3, 3]

Logic
Multi-categorical

Figure 1: Proposed viewpoint representation at the exam-

ple of a tweet from the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data

set [38]. A viewpoint is evaluated on two dimensions: stance

(i.e., on a seven-point ordinal scale ranging from łstrongly

opposingž to łstrongly supportingž a topic) and logic of eval-

uation (i.e., in amulti-categorical format to include all logics

present; see Table 1).

3 NOVEL VIEWPOINT REPRESENTATION

We propose a novel viewpoint label for HII that improves upon bi-

nary viewpoint labels by reflecting a viewpoint’s stance on a more

nuanced level and a viewpoint’s logic of evaluation as a second

dimension (see Figure 1). Thereby, our proposed viewpoint repre-

sentation is more comprehensive compared to existing methods.

We detail the two dimensions of our proposed representation below.

Stance. The first dimension in our proposed viewpoint repre-

sentation is a viewpoint’s stance; i.e., its moral evaluation of the

topic at hand. For example, consider the tweet displayed in Figure

1. This tweet is clearly in favor of the feminist movement and was

therefore classified accordingly in the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection

data set [38] (see Section 4.1). In our proposed framework, however,

stances are represented on a seven-point ordinal scale ranging from

łstrongly opposingž (-3) to łstrongly supportingž (3; adopted from

Draws et al. [16, 17]). This representation reflects a viewpoint’s

general orientation similar to the standard binary approach but
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also the degree to which a viewpoint opposes or supports a topic.

For instance, we may label the tweet in Figure 1 as łsupportingž (2),

meaning that it takes a clear stance in favor of feminism but does

not do so to an extreme extent.

Logic of evaluation. The second dimension of our proposed

viewpoint representation is a viewpoint’s logic of evaluation (or

simply logic), a construct that we borrow from the communica-

tion sciences [5, 6, 8]. A viewpoint’s logic of evaluation reflects the

general perspective behind the stance: it describes why a stance

is taken. For example, the statements łwomen should be treated

fairlyž and łempowering women would benefit the economyž both

arguably support feminism but do so for different reasons. Whereas

the first one refers to fairness (i.e., using a moral logic), the second

one refers to value creation (i.e., using an economic logic). Baden

and Springer [5] mention seven different logics that a viewpoint

can include: inspired, popular,moral, civic, economic, functional, and

ecological (see Table 1). Each of these seven logics represents a par-

ticular maxim according to which a problem may be evaluated. For

instance, an ecological logic is employed when the viewpoint refers

to something that is supposedly (not) sustainable or natural; e.g.,

opposing feminism by expressing that łequal treatment of men and

women is unnaturalž. Classifying viewpoints into logics of evalua-

tion thus allows for entirely topic-independent descriptions of the

latent perspectives that viewpoints embody. Note that any docu-

ment may refer to one or several of the seven logics. For example,

the example tweet in Figure 1 refers to a moral logic (i.e., arguing

that women are treated unfairly) and a civic logic (i.e., suggesting

that this is not acceptable). This type of information is lacking when

using a standard binary viewpoint label.

4 OBTAINING VIEWPOINT LABELS

In this section, we report on a crowdsourcing study in which we

collected viewpoint labels according to our proposed framework

(see Section 3) for 169 tweets from the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection

data set [39, 53]. We describe the data, task setup, and process

of collecting the annotations. Furthermore, we analyze whether

workers were able to assign viewpoint labels reliably and whether

they were influenced by cognitive biases when annotating.

4.1 Data

One of the most utilized data sets for stance classification is the Se-

mEval 2016 Stance Detection data set, which consists of 4,870 tweets

on six different debated topics: atheism, climate change, Donald

Trump, feminist movement, Hillary Clinton, and legalization of abor-

tion [39, 53]. It was originally created for the SemEval 2016 Stance

Detection Challenge [38], which invited contributors to create auto-

matic methods for classifying tweets into four viewpoint categories:

in favor, neutral, against, and none (i.e., no viewpoint). All tweets

in the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data set are annotated for

their viewpoint (i.e., using the same four categories) and relevance

concerning the target topic.

We aimed to collect annotations according to the viewpoint

representation we propose in Section 3 for a subset of the tweets

contained in the SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data set. Specifi-

cally, we selected all 169 tweets that at least 90% of the original

annotators judged as relevant to the topics atheism (16), Donald

Trump (54), or feminist movement (99). We chose these three topics

to limit expenses (i.e., allowing for more annotations per tweet)

while maintaining topical diversity (i.e., they cover diverse topics

such as religion, politics, and social and political movements) and

relevance in online discussions and information sharing platforms.

4.2 Prior Considerations

Aside from collecting our proposed viewpoint label for the 169

tweets in our final data set, we also aimed to investigate whether

cognitive biases can affect crowd workers when assigning these

labels. Draws et al. [15] propose a 12-item checklist to document,

assess, and mitigate cognitive biases in crowdsourcing. We applied

this checklist and concluded that two different cognitive biases

might affect crowd workers in our task. First, we were concerned

about a halo effect, in which irrelevant pieces of information affect

crowd workers’ annotations. We were particularly concerned that

crowd workers with pre-existing solid knowledge on the topic at

hand might rate viewpoints as more extreme (i.e., more readily

placing tweets into the łopposing campž or łsupporting campž).

Second, we suspected that the confirmation bias could affect crowd

workers if they had a tendency to label tweets in line with their

personal stance (i.e., looking for attitude-confirming evidence). We

thus decided to incorporate measurements of personal knowledge

and stance concerning the given topic in our task design.

4.3 Task Setup

We designed a human intelligence task (HIT) to obtain viewpoint

annotations in our proposed format. A research ethics committee at

our institution had approved the task before data collection and all

crowd workers agreed to an informed consent. First, crowd workers

were presented with one of the three topics (i.e., atheism, Donald

Trump, or the feminist movement) and asked for their personal

knowledge and stance on it (see Section 4.2). We measured these

constructs on seven-point Likert scales ranging from łnon-existentž

to łexpertž (knowledge) and from łstrongly opposingž to łstrongly

supportingž (stance). Crowdworkers then saw one of the 169 tweets

in our data set, relevant to the same topic.

The main task for crowd workers was to evaluate the viewpoint

expressed in the tweet in the three subsequent steps: they (1) de-

scribed the expressed viewpoint in their own words, (2) judged its

stance regarding the topic on a seven-point Likert scale ranging

from łstrongly opposingž to łstrongly supportingž, and (3) selected

which logic(s) applied (see Section 3). In step (3), the seven logics

were displayed as completions of a sentence; e.g., łFundamentally,

the viewpoint contained in the tweet is that Feminist Movement is (not)

in line with. . .what is social, fair, or moral.ž (i.e., indicating a moral

logic, c.f., Table 1). Crowd workers could obtain more information

(including examples) about any given logic by hovering over the

respective option. In this last step, participants first selected the

viewpoint’s main logic by choosing one of the seven categories and

then had the option to select any other logic that may also apply.

We also added a mandatory attention check (i.e., an item where

we explicitly told crowd workers which option to select) and an

option to give feedback in open text form. We published the task

on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk).1

1https://www.mturk.com
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4.4 Human Annotators

Crowd annotators. A total of 66 crowd annotators annotated our

HITs (i.e., consisting of one tweet). They had a Master status on

MTurk, a HIT approval rate of at least 95%, and at least 500 accepted

HITs. Furthermore, we only allowed crowd workers from a selec-

tion of 30 countries that either has English as its main language

(e.g., The United States) or that has high English proficiency ac-

cording to the EF English Proficiency Index2 (e.g., The Netherlands

and Denmark). These constraints ensured a high-quality pool of

annotators with good English understanding (i.e., our tweets are

in English). Furthermore, we excluded nine annotations for which

the crowd worker failed the mandatory attention check. The final

sample consisted of 1197 annotations from 66 different crowd an-

notators. Crowd workers were allowed to submit as many HITs

as they wished and were rewarded with $0.50 for each completed

HIT. Each tweet received between six and eight annotations (mean

= 7.08, sd = 0.30). On average, crowd workers reported a good

knowledge across the three topics atheism (mean = 1.70, sd = 1.24),

Donald Trump (mean = 1.91, sd = 1.05), and the feminist movement

(mean = 1.54, sd = 1.19).3 Regarding personal stance, they slightly

supported atheism (mean = 0.62, sd = 1.98), opposed Donald Trump

(mean = −1.49, sd = 1.96), and were approximately neutral towards

feminism (mean = −0.14, sd = 2.07).

Expert annotators. To evaluate the quality of the crowd annota-

tions, we created a ground truth data set consisting of 34 tweets

(i.e., 20% of the tweets used in our study). We aimed to avoid bias

by randomly selecting the tweets for each of the three topics of

interest and proportional to the total number of tweets for a given

topic (i.e., 4 on atheism, 11 on Donald Trump, and 19 on the femi-

nist movement). First, two expert annotators, authors of the paper

with a background in computer science and familiar with the logics

depicted in Table 1, independently annotated the 34 tweets. The

two experts annotated the 34 tweets using the same task that was

provided to the crowd annotators, i.e., on MTurk. We computed the

inter-rater reliability of the two experts concerning tweets’ stances

and logics using Krippendorff’s α [29]. The reasons for choosing

this metric were three-fold: it is (1) applicable on both ordinal and

nominal values (i.e., our data is ordinal - stance and nominal - log-

ics), (2) deals with missing data (not all annotators annotate all

examples), and (3) generalizes to any number of annotators. Regard-

ing stance, the two experts had a high IRR score of 0.84, while in

terms of logics their agreement varied from almost no agreement

(e.g., popular, functional, inspired, civic, and financial logics have

α values below 0.07) to high agreement (e.g., 0.58 for moral) and

perfect agreement (e.g., 1.0 for ecological). The two experts then

discussed the annotations with a third expert who has a background

in communication science (also co-author of this paper). In the dis-

cussion session, all 34 tweets in the ground truth were individually

discussed until an agreement was reached regarding the applicable

stances and logics.

4.5 Crowd Annotation Aggregation and Quality

As described in Section 4.3, we asked crowd annotators to judge the

stance and the logic(s) of each tweet. In this section, we report on

2https://www.ef.com/wwen/epi/
3We here represent the seven Likert points as integers on an ordinal scale [−3, 3].

the aggregation of the crowd annotations to identify the collective

stance and logics for each tweet, as well as on the quality of the

annotations gathered in our crowdsourcing study.

4.5.1 Tweet Viewpoint Stance. To aggregate stance annotations,

we represented the seven options from the Likert scale as integers

[−3, 3] and assigned each tweet the median annotation value (i.e.,

rounded to integer).

Crowd annotators largely agreed on the extent to which a tweet

opposes or supports a particular stance. Their IRR score on the

tweet stance (c.f. Krippendorff’s α ) is 0.69 on the entire data set

and 0.72 on the expert-annotated data set of 34 tweets. We also

compared the aggregated crowd and expert stance on the tweets.

In this case, the IRR score c.f. Krippendorff’s α is 0.84, further

emphasizing the crowd’s reliability in annotating stances of tweets

using our more complex representation, i.e., on an ordinal scale

ranging from −3 to 3. The crowd’s micro F1-score in terms of stance

was 0.53 when using the ordinal scale ranging from −3 to 3 and

0.97 when using a ternary scale (against, neutral, in favor). The

aggregated stance labels from crowd workers matched the stance

indication contained in the original SemEval 2016 Stance Detection

data set in 97% of cases. Five tweets that had all originally been

classified as in favor of feminism or atheism were annotated as

neutral (0) in our data (e.g., łJust been putting the finishing touches

to a feminist-themed cryptic crossword... Standard. #crosswordsž).

4.5.2 Tweet Viewpoint Logic. Annotating logics to each tweet was

the more difficult task for crowd workers, as the interpretation of

logics could be somewhat subjective and ambiguous. Moreover, a

given tweet may contain multiple different logics with different

degrees of relevance or intensity, so attaching a single logic to

each tweet is not optimal. These observations led us to analyze

the crowd annotations regarding the logic(s) of the tweets with

the disagreement-aware metrics called CrowdTruth [18, 19], which

compute quality scores for input units (i.e., tweets), crowd annota-

tors, and target annotations (i.e., the seven logics).4 When applying

the metrics, we considered the main logic as well as all additional

logics that a crowd annotator selected.

The CrowdTruthmetrics assume that the threemain components

of the crowdsourcing task (i.e., tweet, crowd annotators, and logics)

are mutually dependent. For instance, a difficult tweet can make

crowd annotators disagree, but this does not necessarily mean

that their answers’ quality is poor (i.e., annotators can fill in each

others’ gaps by adding logics that others have missed). Thus, c.f.

the CrowdTruth metrics, the quality of a tweet is weighted by the

quality of the crowd annotators that annotated the tweet and of

the target annotations, i.e., the logics, and vice versa. The answers

of a crowd annotator who constantly disagrees with the other

crowd annotators will have a lower weight in the final aggregation

of answers. These quality scores are computed in a loop, using a

dynamic programming approach, until convergence. Each quality

score ranges from 0 and 1, where higher values indicate higher

quality or clarity.

Upon applying the CrowdTruth metrics, we thus had (1) crowd

annotators quality scores, (2) tweet quality scores, and (3) tweet-

logic scores. A tweet-logic score is computed for each tweet and

4https://github.com/CrowdTruth/CrowdTruth-core
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each logic, expressing the likelihood of the logic to be expressed

by the tweet. We evaluated the crowd’s performance in terms of

the micro-F1 score [44], using the 34 tweets for which we collected

ground truth data from expert annotators (see Section 4.4).5 For

this, we use the tweet-logic score as a threshold to differentiate

between positive and negative samples (i.e., logics expressed and

not expressed in a tweet). We experimented with threshold values

between 0 and 1, in increments of 0.01, and computed the crowd’s

micro-F1 score for each such threshold. We generally observe that,

the lower the threshold (i.e., consideringmore logics to be expressed

in a tweet), the higher the crowd micro-F1 score. For example, the

micro-F1 score is equal to 0.67 at a threshold of 0.01, and equal

to 0.02 at a threshold of 1. Based on this analysis, we considered

a threshold of 0.25 as optimal (micro-F1 = 0.61), to have a more

balanced performance concerning recall and precision, and still

eliminate logics that are considered applicable by only a few crowd

annotators or crowd annotators with low-quality scores. The final

viewpoint label per tweet thus comprised of two dimensions: the

median stance annotation and a vector of all logics that passed the

aforementioned threshold (see Figure 1 for an example).

Compared to stance, logic annotations generated substantially

more disagreement, resulting in much lower Krippendorff’s α val-

ues (0.23 or lower on both the main and the expert-annotated data

set). The crowd agreed most on the moral and functional logics.

When compared to the expert logics on the 34 tweets in our ground

truth, we observe similar agreements as for the experts. Specifically,

we found perfect agreement for the ecological logic, moderate to

high agreement for the moral (Krippenforff’s α = 0.58) and popular

(α = 0.36) logics, and low agreement for the other logics.

4.6 Gauging the Annotation Difficulty

To better understand the difficulty of our task, we had eight dif-

ferent crowd workers annotate between one and 103 tweets twice.

We ensured here that there was always a considerable amount of

time and other HITs between the first and second annotation of a

tweet. We found that workers were largely consistent in their two

annotations of the same tweet. Overall, annotators did not diverge

more than one point on the stance scale in 89% of cases and assigned

precisely the same set of logics in 38% of cases. The average Jaccard

distance of logics annotation pairs was 0.44, indicating that workers

may often have missed or added a logic in their second annotation

compared to their first, but usually annotated with some degree

of overlap.6 For example, if a worker first only assigned [inspired]

to a tweet but annotated [inspired, popular] at the second time,

the Jaccard distance between the two annotations was 0.5. This

also shows that the low inter-rater reliability scores reported in

the previous paragraph may give a somewhat misleading image

regarding the task difficulty. In sum, workers were fairly consistent

when annotating a tweet for the second time but may have missed

certain logics that other crowd workers detected.

Checking for Cognitive Biases. As explained in Section 4.2,

we tested whether specific cognitive biases (i.e., the halo effect and

the confirmation bias) influence crowd workers when assigning

5We compute micro-F1 scores because we deal with a multi-label classification problem,
where logics are not equally represented across the data set. We also consider all logics
equally important, and we are interested to see how the crowd performs across logics.
6There was no overlap concerning logics annotations in 24% of cases.

our proposed viewpoint label. The halo effect we were concerned

about would have taken place if workers’ knowledge of the topic at

hand had influenced the variance of their stance annotations (i.e.,

placing tweets in either extremely opposing or extremely support-

ing łcampsž). However, we found no evidence of this effect from

a Spearman correlation analysis between workers’ self-reported

knowledge on their assigned topic and the standard deviation of

their stance annotations (ρ = 0.14, p = 0.5).7 A confirmation bias

in our task could have meant that crowd workers look for infor-

mation that confirms their pre-existing beliefs and thus annotate

stances in line with their personal stance. However, we also found

no evidence for a confirmation bias from a Spearman correlation

analysis between workers’ self-reported stance on their assigned

topic and their mean stance annotation (ρ = 0.04, p = 0.8).

5 ANALYZING VIEWPOINT DIVERSITY

This section presents a viewpoint diversity analysis of the data de-

scribed in Section 4.1 using the two-dimensional viewpoint labels

we collected (see Section 4). The aim of this analysis is to obtain

insights into the discussions surrounding the three debated topics

(i.e., atheism, Donald Trump, feminist movement) and to showcase

the depth of understanding that our proposed viewpoint representa-

tion provides. For each topic, we analyze (1) the stance distribution,

(2) the logics distribution, and (3) how the different logics relate to

each other within the online discussions.

5.1 Method

We analyze the viewpoint diversity of the tweets in our data set in

a qualitative fashion. Aside from their raw format, we examine the

data using two different visualizations. Figure 2 shows per topic the

relative frequency of the seven different logics across all tweets. We

compute the relative frequency by dividing the number of tweets

in which a logic appears by the total number of tweets within that

topic. This provides a visual overview of the relative importance of

the different logics.

We also investigate structural similarities between the logics. Fig-

ure 3 shows per topic a network plot of how similar the tweets are

in terms of the logics they use. We first computed Jaccard similarity

matrices of all tweets for each of the three topics based on the logics

they refer to. We then created the networks using the similarity

matrices as weight matrices. Each node in a network represents a

single tweet and is colored according to its stance. Stronger edges

indicate stronger similarities between tweets. However, to maintain

a good overview, we omitted all edges with Jaccard similarities of

0.4 or lower. The networks visualize how people on different sides

of the debated topics argue by showing how tweets of different

stances cluster together in terms of the logics they use.

5.2 Results

Atheism. Of the 16 relevant tweets in our data set, only two

were labeled as either łsomewhat opposingž or łstrongly opposingž

atheism. The remaining 14 tweets received łneutralž (1), łsupport-

ingž (9), or łstrongly supportingž (4) labels. The left-hand panel of

Figure 2 shows the relative importance of the different logics that

7To ensure independence of observations for this analysis, we here only considered
one stance (on one topic) per crowd worker.
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Figure 2: Relative frequency of the seven different logics across the topics atheism, Donald Trump, and feminist movement.
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Figure 3: Network plots of all tweets divided into the three topics atheism (left-hand panel),Donald Trump (central panel), and

the feminist movement (right-hand panel). Each node is a single tweet, whereby its color indicates the stance. Edges indicate

the Jaccard similarity between tweets based on the assigned logics (i.e., the stronger the edge, the greater the similarity).

were used when discussing atheism. Whereas the inspired logic

was found in every tweet, all other logics appeared in 0% to 31% of

tweets. What types of viewpoints users expressed in their tweets be-

comes more clear when looking at the network plot in the left-hand

panel of Figure 3. The network plot shows tree main clusters of at

least three tweets that evaluate atheism by referring to an inspired

logic (e.g., ł[...] which god? Yours? not mine. oh wait i don’t have

one. #LoveWinsž), or by combining an inspired logic with either a

functional logic (e.g., łIf God = Miraculous And Miracles = Impossible

Then God = Impossible #logic #reason #science #RT ž) or a moral logic

(e.g., łSerious question for my atheist libertarians: How can rights

exist without God? #ChristianLibertarianž).

Donald Trump. Our data set contains 54 tweets from 2016 that

evaluated Donald Trump. Compared to the other topics, the dis-

cussion around Donald Trump is much more polarized, as 89% of

tweets are either strongly supporting or strongly opposing Donald

Trump. The barplot in the central panel of Figure 2 shows that the

inspired and popular logics were used most often. Conversely, only

a few tweets in our data set express viewpoints that refer to an

economic or ecological logic. The network plot in the central panel

of Figure 3 shows that most tweets are highly similar to each other.

The largest cluster consists almost entirely of tweets that strongly

support Donald Trump and represents a combination of the inspired

and popular logics (e.g., ł[...] We have got to take our country back.

It’s time! Win it Mr. Trumpž). Tweets in a similar cluster that is

almost entirely in favor of Donald Trump combine the inspired and

popular logics with a functional logic (e.g., ł[...] Hell I’m from the

UK and I believe realDonaldTrump would make an amazing WORLD

Leaderž). Arguments on the opposing side, in contrast, were usually

made by taking a moral aspect into account (e.g., łDonald Trump

needs to stop embarrassing himself. Racist assholes...ž).

Feminist Movement. The majority of tweets in our data set (99)

evaluate the feminist movement. Here, the stance distribution is

comparatively balanced with 46% supporting, 4% neutral, and 50%
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opposing tweets, only half of which are at the extreme ends of the

stance spectrum. The barplot in the right-hand panel of Figure 2

shows that feminism was discussed using similar logics compared

to the other topics, but that the moral logic is noticeably more

important here. This is also reflected in the network plot displayed

in the right-hand panel of Figure 3. The largest cluster contains

tweets that combine inspired andmoral logics to argue on both sides

of the spectrum (e.g., łI think it’s okay for a woman to take a mans

name if she wants to. #genderequalityž). Many tweets that support

feminism argue exclusively using a moral logic (łI shouldn’t have

to be holding a man’s hand to be left alone on the street. #catcalling

#streetharassment #equalityž). On the other hand, tweets opposing

feminism tend to use the inspired logic more often (e.g., łAll the

feminist block me because I speak true.ž) and sometimes combine that

with other logics such as the popular one (e.g., ł[...] Most feminists

don’t know what they are fighting for?! Most ego maniac’s who want

they’re 15 minutes of fame. #c4newsž).

6 USER EVALUATION OF VIEWPOINT LABEL

We have shown that our proposed viewpoint label is obtainable via

crowdsourcing with acceptable reliability (see Section 4) and that it

enables in-depth viewpoint analyses (see Section 5). It is yet unclear

whether this approach can also help to create noticeably superior

outcomes from the user’s perspective. To test whether using our

proposed viewpoint representation canmoremeaningfully organize

online discussions (i.e., addressingRQ4), we conducted a user study.

We presented users with sets of tweets that were diversified based

on either our proposed viewpoint label or a binary viewpoint label

and asked them which set was more viewpoint-diverse. The user

study had been preregistered before any data collection.8

6.1 Method

6.1.1 Data. For this user study, we considered tweets that were

part of the data set described in Section 4.1 and that related to the

topic feminist movement. We only focused on the feminist movement

here because the other two topics had comparably few relevant

tweets and skewed stance distributions, which hindered diversifica-

tion efforts. We further excluded five feminism-related tweets that

had received a neutral stance label (4) or that were the only ones in

their stance category (i.e., one somewhat opposing tweet).

6.1.2 Sets of Tweets. We assembled a total of 10 different sets of

tweets from the data set described above. Each set contained six

tweets on the feminist movement and was created using one of two

different sampling algorithms. The first algorithm diversified tweets

using our proposed viewpoint label: after sampling one random

tweet as the first element in the set, this algorithm added the five

remaining tweets by always picking the tweet with the maximum

average Jaccard distance to the tweets that were already in the

set. It did this in such a way that the stance distribution was as

balanced as possible, i.e., including at least one of the available

stance categories. The second algorithm diversified tweets based

on the original binary label contained in the SemEval 2016 Stance

Detection data set and therefore randomly sampled three against

8Preregistering our user study meant publicly declaring the research question, hypoth-
esis, procedure, and analysis plan prior to any data collection. The preregistration is
available at: https://osf.io/cn8qa/.

and three in favor tweets to create a set. We created five such sets

per algorithm.

6.1.3 Procedure. The user study consisted of two steps. First, par-

ticipants read an informed consent and stated their gender and

age group (i.e., both from multiple choices). Second, we presented

participants with a scenario: they were co-organizing a debating

event aiming to bring people of diverse viewpoints together. It was

explained that two methods are being tested to diversify the table

seat allocations based on attendees’ recent tweets on the feminist

movement. Participants then saw two random sets of tweets (i.e.,

one per sampling algorithm; in random order) graphically arranged

in a circle to imitate a table seat allocation (see our repository for

screenshots). A border surrounding each tweet was colored red

(against) or blue (in favor) depending on the tweet’s stance label

in the original SemEval 2016 Stance Detection data set. We asked

participants to judge which table had a greater viewpoint diversity

and shortly explain their choice in an open text field.

6.1.4 Analysis. Our hypothesis for this study was that users would

judge tweet sets created with the sampling algorithm based on our

proposed viewpoint label as more diverse. To test this hypothesis,

we conducted a binomial test with a test value of 0.5 (i.e., testing

the null hypothesis that users choose tables at random).

6.1.5 Participants. We conducted a power analysis before data

collection to gauge the required number of participants for this user

study. Using the software G*Power [22], we specified that we expect

a medium effect size (i.e., Cohen’s д = 0.15), handle a significance

threshold of α = 0.05, and aim for a statistical power of β = 0.8

in a two-tailed binomial test. This resulted in a required sample

size of 90 participants, which we thus recruited from Prolific.9 All

participants were native English speakers above 18 years of age. We

paid $0.70 per participation (an average of $10.33 per hour), while

allowing each participant to only judge one pair of tweet sets.

6.2 Results

Among the 90 participants we had recruited, 58 (64%) were female,

31 (34%) were male, and one (1%) was non-binary. Participants’ age

distributionwas somewhat skewed towards younger ages, with only

7 participants being older than 44 years of age. Most participants

(56%) judged the sets of tweets that had been diversified based

on our proposed viewpoint label as more diverse than the sets

sampled based on a binary label. However, the binomial test was

not significant (p = 0.34). We thus did not find any evidence for a

difference between the two types of tweet sets.

6.2.1 Exploratory analysis. To help explain why we did not find a

significant difference between the two types of tweet sets, we col-

lected additional data and conducted a second, exploratory analysis.

One potential reason we suspected could have led to the insignifi-

cant results was an overestimation of the effect size in our initial

required sample size computation (see Section 6.1.5). To address

this potential issue of insufficient power, we adjusted the sample

size calculation to detect a smaller effect (i.e., Cohen’s д = 0.1)

rather than a medium effect. We thus recruited an additional 110
9https://prolific.co
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participants (i.e., raising the sample size to 200), who went through

the same procedure as the first 90.

Another suspected reason for the insignificant result concerned

spurious variation in the tweets. Upon closer examination of the

results, we noticed that most participants judged four out of the

five tweet sets diversified based on our proposed viewpoint repre-

sentation as more diverse. However, for one particular tweet set

pair, our diversification was judged as more diverse only five out

of eighteen times. Participants stated that this set contained many

extreme opinions and that therefore it did not seem like a good

discussion would result from this set. Indeed, our method had as-

sembled a set containing four extreme viewpoints (i.e., strongly

opposing and strongly supporting) and only two mild viewpoints.

This was different in all other sets, which had no more than 50%

extreme viewpoints. We therefore excluded data from participants

who had annotated this set from this exploratory analysis.

Ninety-seven (61%) out of the remaining 159 participants judged

the sets diversified using our proposed viewpoint label as more di-

verse, a proportion significantly higher than random (p = 0.007).10

Note that these analyses are exploratory as we conducted them

outwith the preregistration and after examining the main results.

7 DISCUSSION

We have proposed a novel viewpoint representation for HII that

overcomes the limitations of currently used binary viewpoint labels

in two crucial ways. First, instead of classifying viewpoints into

broad stance categories, it represents a viewpoint’s stance on a

more nuanced, seven-point ordinal scale ranging from łstrongly op-

posingž to łstrongly supportingž. Second, it includes a viewpoint’s

logic(s) of evaluation (i.e., a notion that we borrow from the commu-

nication sciences), representing underlying reasons or perspectives

using seven general categories. Our proposed viewpoint represen-

tation thus incorporates important aspects of viewpoints identified

by the communication sciences in two dimensions while remaining

topic-independent (RQ1; see Section 3). We have shown that work-

ers can assign this novel viewpoint label with satisfactory reliability

(RQ2) and found no evidence for an influence of cognitive biases

(i.e., the halo effect and the confirmation bias) in this context (RQ3;

see Section 4). Furthermore, in a viewpoint diversity analysis of

tweets and a user study, we have demonstrated that our proposed

viewpoint representation, while subtle, is more comprehensive and

meaningful compared to binary viewpoint labels (RQ4; see Sections

5 and 6). Our exploratory analyses further suggest that the diver-

sification algorithm must be tuned correctly concerning stance;

i.e., including too many extreme opinions from either side of the

spectrum may lead users to find the diversification less meaningful.

7.1 Guidelines for Obtaining Viewpoint Labels

Our crowdsourcing study has shown that workers are sufficiently

reliable when annotating our proposed viewpoint label. However,

especially with respect to assigning logics of evaluation or when

dealing with ambiguous tweets, this task can be difficult. Worker

feedback on our task included comments such as łThe tweet doesn’t

really mention the logic behind the support.ž; łThis one doesn’t seem

10Without removing the problematic set of tweets, the binomial test was not significant
even in the larger sample of 200 participants (p = 0.1).

to make any sort of argument.ž and łReally have to read between the

lines with this one honestly.ž Based on our experience, we therefore

propose a set of guidelines that requesters should follow when

aiming to obtain annotations of our proposed viewpoint label:

(1) Given the difficulty of the task and in line with earlier work on

this topic [15], we recommend setting the worker requirements

rather high; e.g., Master workers from MTurk.

(2) While crowdworkers seem to have no trouble annotating stance

even on a seven-point ordinal scale, the logic(s) of evaluation can

be hard to interpret. Requesters should ensure that all logics are

well-explained and include several examples as well as relevant

words to look for (see Table 1).

(3) We recommend collecting at least six annotations per document.

Disagreement might still be high in this case, but we found that

crowd workers fill in each other’s gaps by identifying logics

that others may have missed. When aggregating six or more an-

notations in a weighted fashion, the final labels are comparable

with expert evaluations (see Section 4).

(4) When collecting difficult viewpoint representations such as log-

ics of evaluation, requesters should consider training campaigns

for crowd workers to build a pool of knowledgeable and reliable

annotators over time.

(5) Asking the crowd workers to justify their answer or describe

the viewpoint in their own words has been shown to increase

the quality of their annotations [31]. In a workflow setting [11],

a crowd worker could use such rationales to approve or reject a

certain logic of evaluation provided by a different crowd worker.

7.2 Implications

The two-dimensional viewpoint representation we propose has

implications for HII research and practical applications that concern

user interactions with debated topics. For instance, it may lead to a

better understanding of attitude change in web search by providing

insight into nuanced shifts of stance. The dynamics of discussions

on social media may similarly be studied in more depth when

considering which logics of evaluation drive conversations (e.g., to

automatically determine where exactly people of different stances

disagree). From a practical point of view, ranking bias metrics and

re-ranking algorithms may take both dimensions of our proposed

viewpoint representation into account, e.g., for a richer notion of

viewpoint diversity in a list of recommended news items. In the

same way, user interface interventions that aim to mitigate user

biases in content consumption could benefit from comprehensive

viewpoint representations by taking nuanced stances and logics

into account when highlighting, hiding, or explaining documents.

7.3 Limitations and Future Work

Crowd annotatorswere reliable in annotating tweets’ stances.While

the logics of evaluation generatedmore disagreement, workers were

still able to perform as well as expert annotators, whose annotations

were also often in disagreement. The discussion session conducted

by the experts, however, proved beneficial to reach consensus, and

we consider the lack of discussion among crowd annotators as a

limitation. As future work, we plan to incorporate collaborative

workflows [11, 28] in our crowdsourcing tasks. One approach could

be to ask crowd workers to choose all logics that apply and provide
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a rationale for each, either in a free-text fashion or by highlighting

the words in the text that support their decision. Then, a second

annotator could approve or reject these. In related studies, asking

crowd annotators to provide rationales for their annotations proved

useful for increasing quality [31].

Another limitation of our approach is that crowdsourcing stud-

ies can become expensive when large amounts of data need to be

annotated and even more so when the task is difficult. To lower the

cost, automatic methods such as sentiment analysis, topic model-

ing, or stance detection could be used as preprocessing methods

(i.e., the crowd then only validates the output of the automated

methods). Researchers could also use such automatic methods to

generate two-dimensional representations of viewpoints. Studying

their suitability, however, is part of future work. Similarly, future

work could build machine learning models for our novel viewpoint

representation. We hypothesize that the aforementioned crowd an-

notators’ rationales could be helpful for learning the logic-specific

language and improving the performance of such tools [3].

Finally, although we did evaluate a diversification algorithm

based on our two-dimensional viewpoint representation against one

using a binary label, future studies could also investigate the use of

our method in mitigating specific user biases (e.g., the confirmation

bias) in online information seeking [50, 51].

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel, two-dimensional viewpoint rep-

resentation for HII, inspired by research from the communication

sciences. The proposed two-dimensional viewpoint representation

consists of a viewpoint’s stance on a nuanced level which reflects

the degree to which a viewpoint opposes or supports a topic, and

a viewpoint’s logic of evaluation, which reflects the perspective

behind the stance. We efficiently collected such viewpoint’s stances

and logics in a crowdsourcing study with acceptable reliability. In a

viewpoint diversity analysis and user study, we further showed that

our proposed viewpoint representation can be more meaningful

in representing diverse opinions on a topic compared to binary

viewpoint labels (i.e., against/in favor). We hope that our work

enables researchers and practitioners to represent viewpoints in a

more detailed fashion, eventually leading to a better understanding

and more effective interventions related to user interactions with

debated topics on the web.
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